
GUDA 2.0 (Guda Plus) 

 

You can find the table of designs on the last page. We have special prices for distributors, returning 

customers and for those who buy 2 and more pieces, as well we have special offers for premium options 

and accessories 

 

  

Guda 2.0 (also you can find it as Guda Plus) is a classic Guda model  which has been made for 
several years and does not lose its popularity. It is made of hard stainless steel, has overtone 
tongues (main tone+overtone) and manually decorated. It has 9 notes by default (since it could be 
made with 10 or 11 tongues). Guda 2.0 has variety of options, it can be upgraded to Fx version 
(installing electronics inside), you can choose lots of finishing types, designs and scales. It has 
balanced classic Guda sound with bright overtones  

 Note Range: from D3 to E5 note, 440 Hz or 432 Hz tunings 

 Materials: hard stainless steel 
 Diameter: 50 cm (20”), Height: 225 cm, (9”), Weight: 4,5 kg 

Prices 
Guda Plus model (without design)  $525 

Design (simple) +$50 

Design (standard) +$100 

Design (Custom and premium designs) +$150, depends on complexity 

Finishing types, colors 

Matte Black, Matte Brown, Dark Blue Glance free 

«Bronze» (polished and treated stainless steel) +$30 

Satin Brown, Olive +$15 

Options 

“Steelpan” Option +40$ 

Fx upgrade: built-in pickups and output jack $75 

Accessories 

Rope edging free 

Guda bag free 

Mallets free 

External OM pickup $80 

Magnet Holder  $70 

Wooden stand $125 
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GUDA DOUBLE 

 

You can find the table of designs on the last page .We have special prices for distributors, returning 

customers and for those who buy 2 and more pieces, as well we have special offers for premium options 

and accessories 

 

 
Guda Double is our flagman model, it has the largest sizes, most advanced sound and gives extended 
abilities to player. As the name implies, Guda Double pan has both sides tuned. And this is a powerful 
feature that allows to have different scales on one instrument. But Guda Double by Zen Percussion is more 
than just two-sided tongue drum. Both sides are adjusted in such a way that the sound of one is amplified 
by the other side. Thus, the effect of natural reverberation is achieved. Overall sound is very rich with huge 
sustain and pleasant overtones. We recommend Guda Double for meditation and relaxation but also it is 
good for single playing - if play alone you have the feeling that someone accompanies you. Which of course 
does not prevent you from jamming with other musicians. Double has lots of options and could be upgraded 
to Fx version 

 Note Range: D3 to E5 note, 440 Hz or 432 Hz tunings 

 Materials: hard stainless steel 
 Diameter: 51 cm (20.5”), Height: 230 cm, (9,2”), Weight: 5,0 kg  

Prices 

Guda Double model (without design)  $650 

Design (simple) +$50 

Design (standard) +$100 

Design (Custom and premium designs) +$150, depends on complexity 

Finishing types, colors 

Matte Black, Matte Brown, Dark Blue Glance free 

«Bronze» (polished and heat treated stainless steel) +$30 

Satin Brown, Olive +$15 

Options 

Fx upgrade: built-in pickups (both sides) and 2 output 
jacks) 

+$150 

Accessories 

Rope edging free 

Guda Double premium bag free 

Mallets free 

External OM pickup $80 

Magnet Holder  $70 

Wooden stand $125 
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GUDA Ortus Brass 

 

 

You can find the table of designs on the last page 

We have special prices for distributors, returning customers and for those who buy 2 and more pieces, as 

well we have special offers for premium options and accessories 

 

 

  
Guda Ortus has original goblet shape and made of brass (top side) and aluminum (bottom goblet-
shape side). Such combination of materials and shape has lots of advantages: due to goblet shape 
the sound is much louder with good sustain and volume, brass gives very deep, warm and low sound 
and thanks to aluminum it is light weight (also aluminum gives additional loudness and brightness). 
Also, such shape is very convenient. Ortus has 9 overtone double tongues (central one + 8), the tone 
is very solid – you will be really surprised to hear such deep sound from such compact instrument 

 Note Range: D3 to C5 note, 440 Hz or 432 Hz tunings 

 Materials: solid brass and aluminum 

 Diameter: 35 cm (14”), Height: 16 cm, (6,5”), Weight: 2,5 kg 

Prices 

Guda Ortus model   $500 

Design  $50-125 

Custom design Depends on complexity 

Finishing types, colors 

Matte Black, Matte Brown, Dark Blue Glance free 

 

Accessories 

Rope edging free 

Guda bag free 

Mallets free 

External OM pickup $80 

MultiFx Pedal (preamp and Fx module)  $210 

Wooden stand $125 
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GUDA Ortus Ultra Bass 

 

You can find the table of designs on the last page 

We have special prices for distributors, returning customers and for those who buy 2 and more pieces, as 

well we have special offers for premium options and accessories 

 

 

 

  
Guda Ortus Ultra Bass is the ultimate model, probably the most deep sounding tongue pan in the 
world. It has very deep warm sound with perfect sustain and rich overtones. Tongues have triple 
construction so you can hear not only low notes but high notes as well. Top is made of solid brass and 
the bottom is made of thick aluminum for better resonance and volume. The instrument is absolutely 
stainless, like all our other models. Ortus Ultra has 11 triple tongues and wide range of tones. Lowest 
possible note is D2 ! Ideal instrument for relaxation, meditation, sound healing and for playing of 
course. 

 Note Range: D2 to C5 note, 440 Hz or 432 Hz tunings 

 Materials: solid brass and aluminum 

 Diameter: 44 cm (17,5”), Height: 27 cm, (10,5”), Weight: 4,25 kg 

Prices 

Ultra Bass Brass model   $750 

Design +$75-200 

Custom design Depends on complexity 

Finishing types, colors 

Matte Black, Matte Brown, Dark Blue Glance free 

 

Accessories 

Rope edging free 

Guda bag free 

Mallets free 

External OM pickup $80 

MultiFx Pedal (preamp and Fx module)  $210 

Wooden stand $125 
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GUDA Coin Brass 

 

You can find the table of designs on the last page 

We have special prices for distributors, returning customers and for those who buy 2 and more pieces, as 

well we have special offers for premium options and accessories 

 

 

  
Guda Coin combines many features from other Guda models: it is compact like Freezbee and like Guda Double has 
both sides tuned in different scales, top side is made of brass and has double tongue construction. Bottom side is 
made of aluminum and has single tongues. Such combination makes Coin really unique instrument – top brass side 
has low and warm sound with lots of overtones, ideal for meditation and relaxation. While aluminum side has bright 
and sharp sound, that is very good for fast playing. 

Also the note range of Coin is very wide: brass side has D3 to C5, while aluminum has more high diapason (from 
C4 to C6). Thus we have a new model with compact sizes, cool sound and very wide frequency range (from D3 to 
C6).  

 Note Range: D3 to C6 note, 440 Hz or 432 Hz tunings 

 Materials: solid brass and aluminum 
 Diameter: 35 cm (14”), Height: 9,0 cm, (3,5”), Weight: 2,7 kg 

Prices 

Guda Coin model  $550 

Design (simple) +$30 

Design (standard) +$40 

Design (Custom and premium designs) +$55, depends on complexity 

Finishing types, colors 

Matte Black, Matte Brown, Dark Blue Glance free 

 

Accessories 

Rope edging free 

Guda bag free 

Mallets free 

External OM pickup $80 

MultiFx Pedal (preamp and Fx module)  $210 

Wooden stand $125 
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GUDA Freezbee 

 

You can find the table of designs on the last page 

We have special prices for distributors, returning customers and for those who buy 2 and more pieces, as 

well we have special offers for premium options and accessories 

 

 

  
Guda Freezbee is the compact tongue drum, made of the same materials as our senior models, but 
with price less than twice. We use the same sort of high quality hard stainless steel as we use for all 
GUDA models and the same method of gluing. Freezbee weighs only 2 kg and has pretty small 
dimensions, so you can take easily even  several pieces at once in your journey. The sound of Freezbee 
is warm, percussive, without any metal tones. It has shorter sustain and the tone is a bit like wooden 
drums. 

 Note Range: A3 to E5 note, 440 Hz or 432 Hz tunings  

 Materials: Hard stainless steel 

 Diameter: 35 cm (14”), Height: 8,7 cm, (3,5”), Weight: 2,2 kg 

Prices 

Guda Freezbee model   $250 

Design (simple) +$30 

Design (standard) +$40 

Design (Custom and premium designs) +$55, depends on complexity 

Finishing types, colors 

Matte Black, Matte Brown, Dark Blue Glance free 

«Bronze» (polished and treated stainless steel) +$15 

Satin Brown, Olive +$10 

Accessories 

Rope edging free 

Mallets free 

Guda bag Optional, +40$ 

External OM pickup $80 

Magnet Holder  $70 

Wooden stand $125 
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GUDA Designs 

 

Designs Availability Complexity 

Basic All models Simple 

Twine All models Simple 

Vortex All models Simple 

Wild Rose All models Simple 

Buddha All models Standard 

Dreamcatcher All models Standard 

Carpathian All models Standard 

Celtic Tree All models Standard 

Celtic Cross All models Standard 

Sri Yantra  All models Standard 

Chaplet All models Standard 

Ice Flower All models Standard 

Ethnic All models Standard 

Morning Star All models Standard 

Ukrainian All models Standard 

Metatron’s Cube All models Standard 

Koi Fish All models Standard 

Sunfire All models Standard 

Dnipro All models Standard 

Flower of Life All models Standard 

Runes All models Standard 

Seed of Life All models Standard 

UFO All models Standard 

Moon All models Standard 

Tree (for reezbee) Freezbee Standard 

Turok All models Standard 

Nordic All models Premium 

Starfish All models Premium 

Aztec All models Premium 

Labyrinth All models Premium 

Lotos All models Premium 

Olympus All models Premium 

Greek Guda Plus, Guda Double, Ultra Premium 

Maya Calendar Guda Plus, Guda Double, Ultra Premium 

African Calendar All models Premium 

Lion All models Premium 

Crow All models Premium 

Elephant   
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GUDA ® by Zen Percussion.  

Zen Percussion company has been producing Guda instruments since 2013. We use only premium 

materials (stainless steel, brass, aluminum), our instruments are engraved by hand and come with 

quality accessories. We have 6 main models which have different sizes, sound and features but all 

of them handcrafted carefully and are 100% stainless.  

We make instruments for order but you also can find some in our stock: https://guda-

drum.com/store 

Most of our designs could be found here: http://guda-drum.com/design . All Guda Drums are 

engraved manually 

Popular Guda scales: https://guda-drum.com/scales (custom scales are available) 

Guda videos: https://guda-drum.com/video (you can use filters to select scales and model) 
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